We first revisit the motivations for developing techniques to study Second-Order effects, before presenting the formalism. We study second-order tensor perturbations about FLRW with dust on the one hand, and with a general barotropic equation of state on the other. Solutions to the wave equations are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cosmology is now firmly data driven [1] and considerable emphasis is given to the precision of how to determine the fundamental cosmological parameters. Large amounts of high quality data are now available from large scale surveys of galaxies red-shifts, the measurements of the CMB temperature anisotropies and polarization. In particular, measurements of temperature and polarization anisotropy in the CMB have played an important role in determining and reaffirming the ΛCDM model of cosmology. A six-parameter model based on a flat universe, dominated by a cosmological constant, Λ, and cold dark matter (CDM), with initial Gaussian, adiabatic fluctuations seeded by inflation is the emergent standard model of cosmology. Although this model successfully describes all existing CMB data [2, 3] , the standard model raises other questions, such as what is the physics of inflation? Are the initial fluctuations adiabatic?
The study of small perturbations giving rise to largescale temperature anisotropies of the CMB is usually treated with first-order relativistic perturbation theory techniques, either in a gauge invariant manner or by specifying a suitable gauge [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . On small and intermediate angular scales, where the description in terms of linear order perturbations theory is no longer accurate, secondorder perturbation theory is necessary. A further motivation for second-order perturbation theory is that there is no way, within the linear theory, to decide when the perturbations have become too large for the theory to handle [9, 10] . For these reasons, second order perturbation theory is beginning to receive considerable attention [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Second-order cosmological perturbations dates back to Tomita [23] , which was an extension Lifshitz's linearized theory. The author demonstrated that the second-order density contrast led to increased first-order density contrast with time, where the perturbation was not too large. It was also shown, that shown that gravitational wave could be induced by deformed density perturbations even where first-order metric perturbation were devoid of gravitational waves. Tomita used the metric approach * bob.osano@uct.ac.za and only looked at the case where pressure could be neglected.
The authors of [15] looked at second-order perturbations of a flat dust FLRW models with a cosmological constant. These authors considered the evolution of second order perturbations in flat dust irrotational FLRW models with Λ = 0, in which they showed that asymptotically these perturbations tend to constants in time, which agreed with the cosmic no-hair conjecture. Those of [16] considered the case without a cosmological constant, where gauge transformations at second order are introduced and used to address the gauge dependency of perturbations. Suitable gauges are then chosen and analyzed.
Second order effects during inflation were studied in [11] , allowing for the prediction of the bispectrum of perturbation from inflation. The full relativistic treatment of second order perturbation theory has also been considered in [8, 18, 24, 25] . The authors of [8] consider gauge transformations at second order of relativistic perturbations in the Einsteinde Sitter cosmological model. This allows for the choice of suitable gauge in the metric approach. In [24] , the behavior of light rays in perturbed FLRW cosmologies is studied and the redshift between an observer and the surface of last scattering to second order in the metric perturbation is explicitly calculated. It is pointed out that there is no guarantee that second order effects are significantly smaller than those at first order, given that the large length scales associated with the problem could give rise to large pre-factors. Meanwhile, curvature perturbations on super-Hubble scales after inflation were studied in [22, 26] . The authors of [27, 28] have also shown that second order effects may lead to detectable non-Gaussianity in the CMB, while those of [29, 30] have considered second order contributions to CMB polarization. The authors of [30] study the B-mode CMB polarization where they find that such a contribution makes up part of a contamination in the detection of the primordial tensor modes if the tensor to scalar ratio r is smaller than a few ×10
−5
The literature cited above, with a few exceptions, develop and apply metric based formalisms in their analysis of higher-order perturbations.
Our interest is in the development of a covariant and gauge invariant approach to complement these efforts. In [10] , a covariant approach to nonlinear perturbation theory was initiated, and the formalism used to study second order gravitational waves sourced by first order density perturbations and second order density perturbations sourced by gravitational waves at first order. However, only the dust equation of state was considered in that work. We extend this formalism to barotropic fluids.
II. BACKGOUND
All variable are defined on a background that has FLRW geometry of curvature K. Let the 4-velocity be denoted by u a , and the spatial metric by h ab = g ab + u a u b . Using the spatial derivative D a and the energy-momentum tensor T ab , one can define the following scalars. The rate of expansion: Θ = D a u a and the energy density µ = T ab u a u b and isotropic pressure p = 1 3 T ab h ab . For the case the we want to study, the background quantities are µ, Θ and the 3-Ricci curvatureR. A detailed account of the 1+3 formalism can be found in the recent book [31] .
III. FIRST ORDER DYNAMICS
First order perturbations about a FLRW background are relatively easy to characterize.
be defined as the first-order gauge-invariant (FOGI) variables corresponding respectively to the spatial fluctuations in the energy density, expansion rate and spatial curvature for a fluid with dust equation of state (p = wµ). The quantities in 1+3 approach are FOGI because they vanish exactly in the background FLRW spacetime [32] . Nevertheless the most suitable parameter for describing density fluctuations is the co-moving gradient of the energy density:
where the ratio X a /µ allows one to evaluate the magnitude of the energy density perturbation relative to its background value and the scale factor a guarantees that it is dimensionless and co-moving. Other nonbackground quantities are the shear tensor σ ab = D a u b , the electric part E ab (≡ C cdgh C 
where . Unlike the traditional matrices where the array is made up of scalar quantities, the square matrix is an operator owing to the presence of the curl terms. A Fourier equivalent would render the the square matrix a simple matrix with time depended variables. Equivalently, the first-order pair X a and Z a obey
together with the constraints:
where div(σ a ) ≡ D e σ a e . Because the background is homogeneous and isotropic, each FOGI vector may be uniquely split into a curl-free and divergence-free part, usually referred to as scalar and vector parts respectively, which we write as
where curl V S a = 0 and divVV = 0. Similarly, any tensor may be invariantly split into scalar, vector and tensor parts:
where curl T S ab = 0 , divdivTV = 0 and divTT a = 0. It follows therefore that in the above equations we can separately equate scalar, vector and tensor parts and obtain equations that independently characterize the evolution of each type of perturbation.
IV. SECOND-ORDER DYNAMICS
The situation is not so simple when we go to second order perturbations. Here we keep products up to second order and obtain the system of equations given by:
where angle brackets indicate projection with respect to the enclosed index. The obvious additions are the quadratic products given in the last column matrix. The spatial fluctuation quantities satisfy the the system:
where I = −w/(1 + w). Eq. (60) was propagated to obtainȦ a ≡ü a . For simplicity, one may set this quantity to zero with the understanding the results will be interpreted given this condition. The last column matrix demonstrates the existence of mode mixing, as is evident by the presence of the shear tensor. This mode mixing, although interesting, increases the level of difficulty in dealing with the system. The constraint equations are:
The primary aim of this work is to develop a formalism for studying second order tensor perturbations, about FLRW with barotropic fluid, which are generated by first-order scalar modes. Unlike in first-order dynamics, where the different modes decouple and evolve separately for dust equation of state, these modes couple in second-order dynamics. A mode extracting scheme is therefore necessary in situations where a specific mode needs to be analyzed.
In the next section, we present new covariant mode extraction procedures useful for extracting scalars, vectors and tensors. We will only need a tensor extractor in this article
V. MODE EXTRACTION
Scalar, vector and tensor modes often couple in higher order perturbations theory. We present a tensor extraction scheme for 1+3 covariant approach. The reader is referred to [33] for a detailed explanation of the scheme. All variable are defined on a background that has FLRW geometry of curvature K. It can be shown that all relations below hold for objects of perturbative order m. All rank-1 and -2 tensors given here are defined to be orthogonal to u a , and rank-2 tensors are symmetric and trace-free (PSTF) which will be denoted by angle brackets on indices. As in [33] , we define the conformal spatial covariant derivative acting on scalars or spatial tensors as ∇ c = ah
, where a is the scale factor and D a is the spatial derivative normally used in the covariant approach ( not to be confused with density fluctuations parameter (4)) . We use ∇ a as it commutes with u a ∇ a and is the covariant derivative normally used in the metric approach to perturbation theory. The irreducible parts of the spatial derivative of PSTF tensors are the divergence:
the curl:c
and distortion:
Any projected, symmetric, and trace-free rank-2 tensor may then be decomposed as follows:
where the non-local scalar part is curl-free (curl S ab = 0), the vector part is solenoidal (divV = 0 ⇒ divdivV = 0 and divV a = 0), while the tensor part is transverse, divT a = 0. The question of how to form local scalar, vector and tensor quantities from Y ab and relate them to the nonlocal split given above was answered in [33] . It was also shown that when Y ab obeys a wave equation in the form
where L contains time derivatives and Laplacians, and any derivative operations which preserve the rank of Y ab -i.e.,curl , dis div or div dis , or combinations thereof. W ab is the source term. One can find a differential that is capable of extracting local tensor modes. Such an operator necessarily commutes with L. This is important as it allows one to compare tensors on either side of a wave equation that has a source. In deriving the required extractor, one needed to find the differential operator which when acting on dis V ab produces zero given that V a is solenoidal (while still keeping the transverse part of Y ab ). It follows that [curl 2 + 1 2 dis div − K] dis V ab = 0 for divV = 0. One needs to take an extracurl to remove the scalar part as well. This leaves the local tensor extraction given by
we note thatcurl commutes with the operator in square brackets. It is relatively straightforward to verify that T ab is transverse, (divT a = 0) showing that this represents a tensor mode as expected. A little more algebra, using relations developed in [33] , shows that the required extractor has the form
Thecurl is significant in this equation and will motivate how and when to apply the extractor. To convert the extraction into Fourier space, one needs to define tensor harmonics as
ab , where we have two parities of orthogonal harmonics, (k
ab . We therefore findT
with the same relation for the opposite parity. In order forT to be useful, it will have to operate on a wave equation. This extractor will be applied on a second-order wave equation that we developed in the next section.
VI. MAIN VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS
At first-order perturbation, modes are decouple and evolve independently thereby allowing for each mode to be analyzed individually. This is no longer the case in higher oder perturbations, where modes mix potentially sourcing other modes. We are interested in these new second-order modes which are the results of the mixing of first-order modes. These new modes are necessarily characterized by tensors that vanish both at first-order level of perturbation about the FLRW background and in the background itself. To simplify things, we switch off other first-order modes and consider the case where only scalar modes are present at first-order. In particular, all first order vectors and tensors are taken to have only their scalar parts, going by the decomposition given above. i.e the velocity vector u a and the shear tensor σ ab will have the property; curl u a = 0 = curl σ ab . This says that the flow is effectively vorticity free. Applying the tensor extractor (22) on a general shear tensor σ ab will therefore extract only the tensor part. The extracted part is itself second order and is subject to the nature of first order perturbations. It should be noted that in general the extraction is not depended on the modes excited at first order.
Since we do not have vectors and tensors at first order, it is sufficient to usecurl as a tensor extractor rather than the fullT . This because the pre-factor ( 1 3 ∇ 2 +curl 2 − 2K , which appears beforecurl in Eq.
(22), is rank preserving while the whole extractor commutes with the time derivative. It may be treated as a unit ( for illustrative purpose, it takes the form αcurl , wherefore T = αcurl ≡ aαcurl ). For our purpose, it will be sufficient to use just the curl as an extractor as we explain below. In general though, one would need to apply the full extractor to obtain the tensor part.
VI.1. Dust subcase
As discussed above, we consider tensor modes excited by first-order scalars. Limiting our discussion to dust (w = 0 = A a = 0 = p = 0), we can group variables into background, first and second-order respectively:
• background: µ, Θ.
• first-order: X a , Z a , σ ab , E ab .
• second-order: curl σ ab .
This implies that at linear order, all rank-1 and rank-2 variables have only scalar contributions. But for vanishing vorticity curl σ ab = H ab , which has both tensor and vector parts. curl σ ab should therefore give a second-order tensor, in the case where vectors vanish. We parametrize a quantity with these characteristics by
with the understanding that it the background is FLRW and that only scalar modes are excited at the first-order. It can be shown thaṫ
Taking the time derivative of (25), making use of the evolution equations for FOGI quantities and using the commutation relation
where Y ab is any rank-2 tensor. It follows thaẗ
There is an alternative way of deriving this equation, first note that one can derive the general wave equation for first-order shear straightforwardly. This follows from taking the time derivative of equation the propagation equation for σ ab , and using the evolution equation for σ ab and E ab . From these we obtain,
Now taking the curl of (28) produces,
We can now expand each term, re-expressing it in terms of Σ ab where possible. Note that equation (25) can be written as,
The time derivative of this equation takes the form,
It can be shown that the remaining terms take the following form:
Substituting into (29) gives,
This is just equation (27) with the source expressed in terms of shear rather than the electric part of the Weyl tensor. We now seek to show that the source term to equation (37), which we denote by F ab , is also gauge invariant. Ideally we need to demonstrate that F ab = 0 when Σ ab = 0 ( both in the background and at first-order). From equation (27) , we see that
However, one can expand the first term in this source and express it in terms of Σ as follows,
Upon substituting into equation (38) and using commutation relation (26), we find
Note, from equation (25) , that Σ ab = 0 ⇒ curl E ab = 0 and so F ab vanishes at first-order as required, with the implication that F ab is also gauge-invariant. In order to solve the Σ ab wave equation, we need to determine how F ab evolves, which is what we do in the next section.
VI.1.1. Analyzing the source term F ab
In order to discuss the source term, it is useful to introduce new variables to denote the first order products that make up this source [10] . These are,
and
(43) It follows that the source takes a very simple form when expressed in these new variables,
Taking the time derivative of each variable given in (42), and making use of the commutation relation
where again Y ab is any rank-2 tensor. This yields the following closed set of first order differential equations,
It is clear that this set takes the formψ ab = Ψψ ab , and can be solved relatively easily. Similarly, the time derivative of (43) gives rise to a system of differential equations of the form;ξ ab = Ξξ ab , where Ξ = Ψ. [10] found that the substitution of the solutions to these sets of differential systems equations into equation (44) yields,
where (α ab , β ab and γ ab ) are the coefficients determined by the initial conditions. An alternative method for determining F ab involves taking the time derivative of (44), expressing the resulting equation in terms of the original variable and isolating a new source;Ḟ
where
Now taking the time derivative of (48), expressing the resulting equation in terms A ab and isolating a new source term leads to,Ȧ
Finally, it follows that the evolution equation for (51) can be expressed in terms of B ab and A ab , and takes the form,Ḃ ab + 17 6 ΘB ab − 2µA ab = 0.
The solution to the coupled system of equations given by (48, 49, 52) reproduces (47). So far we have only resolved the source term to equation (27), we now proceed to solve the wave equation.
VI.1.2. Solutions
From equation (47), it follows thaẗ
In order to achieve this, we use the 1+3 harmonics decomposition. Details of this decomposition can be found in [34] [35] [36] [37] . Since Σ ab and F ab are function of time and space, they should ideally be written as Σ ab (t, x) and F ab (t, x). The harmonic decomposition of these variables into temporal and spatial dependent parts take the form;
(55) It follows that the decomposition of (53) reduces to,
for one parity. The opposite parity has a similar structure. It is straight forward to show that the solutions to the homogeneous part of the wave equation (56) are,
where C 1 (κ) and C 2 (κ) are the constants of integration, while J (≡ BesselJ) and Y(≡ BesselY ) are the Bessel functions of the first and the second kinds respectively. The general solutions can then be found using Green's method as follows,
For completeness, we also present numerical solutions to the wave equation in figure (1) demonstrating how sensitive the wave is to the initial conditions. The results in this section recover those found in [10] . We now turn to w = 0 sub-case, where we obtain new results. .
VI.2. Barotropic perfect fluid with w = −1
The starting point is similar to that presented above for the dust case where only scalar perturbations are excited at first-order, this implies that Σ ab is second order again a second-order quantity which can be shown to be gaugeinvariant. In this case the presence of pressure gives rise to an extra term in the source to the evolution equation for Σ ab . In particular,
where we have used A c ≡u c = 0 (This should not be confused with the A ab used in (49)). Using the momentum conservation equation and equation the constraint involving the divergence of the electric part of the Weyl tensor from (8), we can now express A c in the following form,
where w is constant with respect to spatial derivatives (i.e. the spatial derivatives vanish). Note that w may still vary with time but that sub-case will not be considered in this article. The time derivative of (59) gives rise tö
In deriving this equation, we have used the commutation relation [38] ,
Further simplification of the source is obtained by making use of the following relations for σ b d and div(σ) c given by
which follows linearization of equation the evolution equation for the electric part of the Weyl tensor given in system (5). The shortcoming of using these relations is that they do not apply when w = −1, nevertheless they suffice for the case we are interested in. For now, our substitutions lead to a source that is made up of products that involve only the electric part of the Weyl tensor. 
We shall apply the techniques similar to those employed in the analysis of the dust subcase, in our analysis of the waves equation (61) where w = 0. In particular, we define and make use of the following new second-order variables,
where L ab = D a A b . Whereas the first two terms appear in the source term F ab , the remaining arise in the propagation of the source. Similarly, we define
where the first two terms appear in the source term F ab .
VI.2.1. Analysing the source F ab for w = 0
We now use a method similar to that employed in the analysis of the source term for the dust case, which relies on the fact the system of differential equations closes and can be solved with relative ease.The propagation of the variables (65-70) yields a system of the formψ n = Ψψ n + φ n , where n = 1..6 and Ψ is the coupling matrix given by
while the residual components are give by the column matrix
We now apply the standard 1+3 harmonic decomposition to system of equations. We only present the case for one parity. In order to do this, we introduce a new notation for the harmonic decomposition of our new variables. For example,
All the terms in the above system can be decomposed similarly. Notice in particular that,
It is clear that these terms vanish in the long wavelength limit, which leads to a closed system in the K-space. This reduces to the homogeneous system:ψ n = Ψψ n , The system can now be solved by setting Θ = 2 (1+w)t . This will yields values for each of the terms given in (65-70). Substituting the solutions obtained for ψ 1ab and ψ 2ab into (65) yields:
where and where c n ab , n = 1, 2...6 are constants of integration which are determined by the initial conditions. Now applying the standard 1+3 tensor harmonic decomposition to the second-order wave equation gives,
for each parity. The solutions to the homogenous part are
where again J and Y are the Bessel functions of the first and the kinds respectively. Here too, the general solutions can found using Green's method i.e.
Figure (2) represents the numerical solutions for the second-order shear wave equation for dust w = 0 and for radiation w = 1/3 .
VII. CONCLUSION
Cosmology has entered a phase where observations is beginning to drive this whole field of research, thanks to the abundance of data from various experiments. Perhaps the greatest feature of this data is their ever improving precision. This in principle will allow us to determine the role played by nonlinear effects in cosmology. The greatest hindrance to the study of nonlinear relativistic effects is mathematical, for this reason perturbation theory remains the only recourse. However, nonlinear perturbation theory is made even more complicated by gauge issues and complex equations. We discussed a new second-order gauge invariant formalism suited for studying models with barotropic fluids. This formalism is an extension of the dust-based formalism initiated in [10] . We found that the presence of pressure leads to even more complicated system of equations. We have shown that the system derived in our analysis generalizes that given in [10] . As observed in the [10] , the main difficulty encountered in the 1+3 covariant approach at second-order is linked to the gauge-issue. Whereas equation (65) can be written by crossing off third-order terms, they are not in general integrable. This has to do with the fact that unlike the metric approach which solves for operators at first order, the covariant approach only solves for physical variables. In order to integrate the second-order equations therefore, derivative operators must operate only on variables which vanish at first-order and in the background. These second-order gauge invariant variables are Σ ab , ψ (n)ab , ξ (n)ab . We found Σ ab by extracting the tensor part of first-order σ ab . Notice that Σ ab vanishes at first-order since only scalar modes are excited at this order. The ψ (n)ab and ξ (n)ab , which make up the source for the Σ ab wave equations, are products of first-order scalars. These second order gauge-Invariant (SOGI) variables highlight the two different ways in which second order gauge invariant variables may arise. We have presented new covariant methods for extracting the various modes and have used the tensor extraction in our subsequent analysis of second-order gravitational waves.
The greatest challenge in the above development is finding a way to deal with the source term. We have presented a new way of handling the source term which complements the approached used in [10] .
